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ABSTRACT 

 

The time of innovation opens the need of security in our generation and if we consider the pace 

of time at which it is changing, technology is also becoming more prone to security breach and 

various online or network attacks. Everybody usually likes an immediate, exact, quick and 

simple answer for the issues of  almost every kind so it is also a greater need to speed up the 

techs along with its security. 

 

Now to this level of security, we have introduced the concept of triple DES algorithm which 

consider to be one of most secure algorithm in the today’s world. However, there is one problem 

with this algorithm which is its speed of encryption and decryption. So, in order to speed this 

algorithm up, we modified this algorithm by storing some precomputed values and divided its 

work by time and storage sharing formula. 

 

Now in order to check its vulnerability, we had an attack on triple DES which is Time memory 

data trade off attack. This attack is based on the balance between time and memory to find the 

key pair corresponding to the given ciphertext. This attack is very efficient and is not restricted 

to only cryptography but also it has some other applications too. However, in this attack, there 

are some anomalies also, that is why, we used the concept on rainbow tables to make ourselves 

ensure that there should not be any repetition in the chaining process.



 
 

CHAPTER : 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1. Introduction 

People the most edified and propelled species on this planet has advanced because of the 

knowledge and the capacity to effectively pass on this information to his who and what is to 

come. Correspondence was the essential methods for accomplishing all this. Initially people 

traded information utilizing motions. Gradually, he began cutting data into items as images, 

sculptures and so forth to recollect it for a more drawn out term. Speech was a brilliant blessing 

invested to humans. 

 

Be that as it may, with time we need to ensure the data from spilling to the undesirable sources 

additionally emerged. The science relating to adding the disarray and dispersion to the message 

has likewise built up a considerable measure and is presently called cryptography. Greeks 

originated this concept of cryptography. The word signifies "mystery writing". In the most 

punctual times, the cryptography was primarily constrained to the military purposes. The soonest 

example or confirmation that exists is from 2000 years before Crist in Egypt. This is the 

antiquated hieroglyphic which was considered as the holy composition since individuals were 

not able disentangle the pictures and images installed on it.  

Later an alternate tablet was found it actually described the meaning of these images was 

referenced against their local language. In military, crypto was very famous since a very long 

time. It has been recommended that the bold armed forces of Spartans additionally utilized this 

workmanship to convey messages to generals. Slave's head were being shaved, messages were 

written on their head and then they wait for his hair to grow again. After that, they sent the 

captive to the different kingdoms, where the receivers shaved slave’s head and recouped the 

message. The Romans are also likewise set to know things about the craft of cryptography. King 

Caesar himself was benefitted so much with the renowned Caesar cipher. This is a basic 

substitution figure which includes the moving to the plaintext by the number referenced in the 



 
 

key. Hence, it was being said that the substitution ciphers controlled the established period of 

cryptography. 

As military utilized this science to trade essential messages the adversaries needed to break  

cryptographic frameworks and gain shrouded information. This prompt the improvement of a 

thing called cryptanalysis. Cryptanalysis can be characterized as the investigation of the exist 

cryptographic frameworks and utilizing the learning picked up to break system with the access to 

the mystery information. 

The most conspicuous strategy being the one created by the renowned mathematician Al-Kindi 

as prior as in 820 AD. He was first one to examine the mono-alphabetic substitution ciphers and 

concocted the recurrence based analysis. This progression ended up beingthe most important 

during the Second World War. As the greater part of the current frameworks were simply 

substitution ciphers the majority of them were helpless to this attack. So with this, the need to 

grow more secure and advance cryptosystems increased and Such framework did discharge after 

the mid 14th century. Leon Arberti made a polyalpahbetic cipher. He is known as "The father of 

western cryptography". His technique included the utilization of a cipher disk which comprised 

of a movable inward disk. With rotations, this plate could delineate internal content to any 

required plaintext. 

Until now the utilization of a secret key was unclear and unidentified. In the mid 15th century, 

Blaise De Vigenere had a thought that would revolutionize cryptographical way then it was done 

earlier. His conspire included rehashing the way to change in accordance with the length of the 

plaintext and performing basic expansion modulo 26. The straightforwardness of the strategy 

alongside the confusion and dissemination it offered was amazing. In 1865 Friedrich Kasiski 

built up a technique called KASISKI TEST through which the Vigenere cipher was dissimilated. 

The cryptography remained around the equivalent till the 20th century. 

In any case, by the appearance of the modern unrest and the mechanical era, the measure of 

information traded encountered an exponential growth. Hence, the desperation in raising the 

level of the innovation engaged with the trading of messages. Moreover, the World Wars played 

an imperative job in the headways in this field. In 1917, the British Army blocked a message sent 

by the Germany to the Mexico. The scrambled message was before long decoded by the British 

intelligence.  



 
 

In the message, the German Foreign Minister Arthur Zimmerman tended to the Mexican pastors 

,requesting them so that they could be benefited by joining hands for the war against  United 

States Of America. This affected the American pioneers and lead them to take part in the World 

War. Now the Americans were aware of the significance of maintaining mystery and built up a 

superior cryptosystem, One Time Pad. One Time Pad comprised of creation of an arbitrary key 

with length equivalent to the length of the plaintext and xoring the both in order to get required 

ciphertext. This method was proposed by Gilbert Sandford Vernam in early 19 th century.  

Similar things likewise occurred in second world war. The Japanese had designed a machine 

considered PURPLE and encoded their messages with the help of this machine. USA had built 

up the decrypting algorithm. Unaware of this, the Japanese informed their armada posted close 

USA about the landing of their military chief. The American armed force grabbed this chance 

and killed an essential,energetic leader. But the enigma machine adventure is the most well-

known and heroic. In 1932 German engineer Arthur Scherbius built up a machine called Enigma 

which was equipped for performing different encryption operations. Machine ended up being 

very helpful on the planet war for communicating messages, secretly.  

The British could capture numerous messages but were unable to break those. So, they utilized a 

group of incredible cryptographers  and mathematicians comprising of greats like Alan Turing 

to break it. they made numerous perceptions and made sense of numerous feeble points. They 

discovered that a letter in plaintext will never match to a similar letter set in the ciphertext. Using 

this and numerous comparablefacts the British could break the enigma machine and accumulated 

gigantic measure of information about the activities of the Germans, which they used to 

inevitably overcome the German propaganda. 

Since the world war the exploration of cryptography has enhanced significantly. Computers have 

moved toward becoming part and packages of our life. We all have an actual existence on the 

web and it has turned out to be exceptionally important to anchor it against any type of threats. 

Hence, many prevalent cipher plans have been introduced. This incorporates numerous crypto 

systems. The old square ciphers, stream ciphers to the further developed elliptic curve 

cryptography, quantum cryptography and lattice based cryptography. All furnish us with a 

protected online life. The calculations like DES(Data Encryption Standard) were utilized at first 

to scramble the information online. But the handling power and the boundless assets are the 



 
 

difficulties it was not able keep up. Having a key size of just 56 bits until the point when in 

1990's, the plan was broken utilizing beast compel and differential analysis due to which 

introduction of triple DES takes place. Due to the significance that these calculations hold, we 

require them to be impenetrable against any sort of attack. Hence, we investigate these algo’s 

against every single possible danger.  

One such basic risk is the brute power attack. This includes connecting each conceivable key and 

searching for the privileged key. But due the substantial size of the key included our handling 

power ends up being feeble. So, cryptanalysts constantly needed to build up a superior technique 

than brute force. A strategy more productive and something that could be utilized generally to 

split  any sort of scheme. In 1980 Martin E. Hellman proposed something that appeared as 

though the answer. A straightforward proposition asserting to setting up a center path between 

the memory used and the processing power. His arrangement guaranteed to reduce the season of 

beast drive from N to N1/3.The proposition was inevitably acknowledged and is a famous 

strategy to cryptanalyze any calculation or cryptographic scheme. Cryptanalysis is the important 

part of cryptology. We require our answers for be impeccable and need to be the first to discover 

any blame in them,if it does. What will occur if a man having abhorrent plans finds out a few 

flaws or escape clauses in our cryptographic scheme? Therefore, in order to make DES more 

secure, triple DES was introduced which reduces the chances of get caught in mid-way attacks. 

Attacks over triple DES doesn’t seem much feasible, so this time we are trying to use TMTO 

over Triple DES. 

 

1.2. Problem Statement 

Triple Data Encryption Standard is serving as the encryption standard for about 10 years.  

Explain how   this algorithm was finally broken and demonstrate a Time Memory Data Trade 

Off Attack on it. 

 

 

 



 
 

1.3. Objective 

GOAL:  

Implementation of Time Memory Data Trade-off Attack on triple DES with overall higher 

success rate. 

METRICS: 

Time taken by the machine to perform TMTO attack. 

Overall success rate involved. 

Total memory required for storing encrypted texts. 

Objective 1: 

 Optimization and execution of triple Data Encryption Standard in C++14. 

Objective 2: 

 Execution of the offline phase of Time Memory Trade Off on Triple Data Encryption 

 Standard.  

Objective 3: 

 Extension of the performance using rainbow and perfect tables.  

Objective 4: 

 Execution of the online phase of Time Memory Trade Off on triple Data Encryption 

 Standard. 

1.4. Methodology 

In the last advance of our venture a Graphical User Interface will be created and will be 

combined withtheattack's execution. There will be a button for setting up a tabular format for 

another plaintext or for executing out the second part of TMTO attack. After executing the 

attack, the key will be showed on the interface. We need high performance driven machines for 

this attack. Therefore, we need GPU's which will comprise of some online cloud administrations. 



 
 

CHAPTER : 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

2.1 A Cryptographic Time Memory Trade Off 

2.1.1 Author:Martin E. Hellman 

2.1.2 Year:1980 

2.1.3 Summary:  The major research paper to present finding a center path or we can say an in 

between method between the measure of memory utilized and the required time to use brute 

force attack over this whole plot. In this paper, we use two phases to separate the undertaking of 

brute force into two sections that is the pre-calculation procedure to prepare a tabular form in the 

backend and afterward the online stage to scan for the originally used key.  

 

2.1.4 Advantages:  

2.1.4.1 Most initial paper to present the idea of utilizing Time Memory Trade Off.  

2.1.4.2 Reduction of overall brute force time by a huge difference. 

 

2.1.5 Disadvantages:  

2.1.5.1 There can be false Alarms initialized in the online stage.  

2.1.5.2 Merged chains and circles made issues and expanded the measure of aggregate  

 memory required. 

 

2.2 Rigorous time/space tradeoffs for rearranging capacities 

2.2.1 Author: Amos Fiat,MoniNaor 

2.2.2 Year:1991  



 
 

2.2.3 Summary: The underlying proposition of Hellman asserted that TMTO could be expanded 

further and used for reversal of one-way functions. TMTO stayed constrained up to block 

ciphers. its utilization for reversal was acknowledged in the following research work, that 

provided a powerful scheme for accomplishing this purpose.  

 

2.2.4 Advantages:  

2.2.4.1 One of the initial papers to broaden the idea of utilizing Time Memory Trade Off upto  

 inversion of one-way functions.  

2.24.2 As compared to original approach,brute force time was significantly reduced  

2.2.5   Disadvantages:  

2.2.5.1 The proposition was only theoretical one and they were not able demonstrate it with  

 practical implementation and execution.  

 

2.3 Cryptanalytic Time/Memory/Data Tradeoffs for Stream Ciphers  

2.3.1 Author: Alex Biryukov and Adi Shamir  

2.3.2 Year:2000  

2.3.3 Summary: One of the main research work to propose a technique for execution of TMTO 

successfully over stream ciphers. Initial thought was to utilize lower examining obstruction for 

tradeoff on stream ciphers.  

 

2.3.4 Advantages:  

2.3.4.1 Initial paper to present the idea of utilizing Time Memory Trade Off onstream ciphers.  

2.3.4.2 Time consumption of precomputation stage lowered down.Also, the add up to 

requirement for information diminished.  

 



 
 

2.4 A Time-Memory Tradeoff Using Distinguished Points  

2.4.1 Authors: Francois-Xavier Standaert,GaelRouvroy,Jean-JaquesQuisquater 

2.4.2 Year:2002  

2.4.3 Summary: Primary paper to actualize the proposition of Rivest of utilizing different 

ending points. Instead of producing the chains of similar lengths, we settle the end points of 

chains and continue creating the chain till the point when any of these end points is 

accomplished.  

 

2.4.4 Advantages:  

2.4.4.1 Initial research paper to broaden the idea of utilizing different end points for executing 

 Time Memory Data Trade Off.  

2.4.4.2This method provided us with better metrics and lessened the aggregate memory   

 references and made usage less demanding.  

 

 

2.5 Breaking Ciphers with COPACOBANA-A Cost-Optimized Paralled Code Breaker  

2.5.1 Authors: Sandeep Kumar,ChristofPaar,JanPelzl,Gerd Pfeiffer  

2.5.2 Year:2003  

2.5.3 Summary: The following research paper was the first to provide the structure of a 

particular machine  called COPACOBANA to successfully attack on DES. The machine could 

do so in around 3 days. The evaluated cost of this highly powered machine was around $10,000 

which was viewed as more than expected.  

2.5.4 Advantages:  

2.5.4.1 Initial work to provide a sufficient structure for a specific machine.  

2.5.4.2 The planned ended up being extremely productive and practical.  



 
 

 

2.6 Making a Faster Cryptanalytic Time-Memory Trade-Off  

2.6.1 Author: Philippe Oechslin 

2.6.2 Year: 2003  

2.6.3 Summary: Provided the idea of rainbow tables. The rainbow table is a variation of the 

time memory tradeoff strategy which manages different issues its predecessor had by utilizing 

distinctive decrease work on every progression in the chain. Philippe Oechslin demonstrated that 

the execution of the TMTO can be expanded radically by utilizing diverse reduction methods. 

The likelihood of impact between two chains diminished to 1/t. Philippe Oechslin further 

expanded his work and attempted to locate the ideal estimations of the parameters m, t and l and 

attempted to make something many refer to as perfect tables. Perfect tables have 0 combines and 

no memory is trashed.  

 

2.6.4 Advantages:  

2.6.4.1 Initial research to provide the possibility of rainbow tables. Perfect tables were 

additionally introduced to the world of cryptography in this research work as it were.  

2.6.4.2 Provided appropriate system to pick different metrics engaged with   

 performing Time Memory Data Tradeoff.  

2.6.4.3 False alarms, merges, circles were tackled that were initially noticeable in Hellman’s 

research work. 

 

 

2.7 Time Memory Tradeoff Implementation on Copacobana 

2.7.1 Author: Stefan Spitz  

2.7.2 Year: 2007 



 
 

2.6.3 Summary: The main purpose of this paper was to show and design a system which can 

reduce the time to break the cipher and get the key from the block cipher. This was done on the 

popular data encryption standard (DES). In this paper, Stefan used special hardware Copacobana 

to break the DES in the minimum amount of time. 

2.6.4 Advantages: 

2.6.4.1 This specific application of just one task provides the chances to make this more complex 

a simpler one and consumes less time of breaking the DES. 

2.6.4.2 This gives the predictability to improve or modify the design of some particular task 

which can be incorporated using FPGA’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

CHAPTER : 3 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

 

3.1. Computational  

The computational model will comprise of the utilization of distributed computing services. The 

calculation  will be transferred to the cloud where elite equipment will run our calculation till 

the formation of the tables.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Numerical  

Hellman Analysis  

The condition for each progression: 

C’=S’k(P)  

The yield created in this progression will be of 64 bits. So, we lessen it to the key size i.e 56 bits 

f(K)=Red[S’k(P)]  

The likelihood of accomplishment is given by the equation:  

P(S’)>=(1/n)∑i=1M∑j=0T-1[(n-iT)/n]j+1  



 
 

The normal number of false alerts per table is given by the equation:  

E’(F)<=MT(T+1)/2*n  

Hellman proposed to pursue the connection:  

m=M*T  

MT2=n  

M=T=n(1/3)  

Breaking the DES by means of this technique was diminished to 2^38.  

M-number of beginning stages  

T-length of chain  

 

 

 



 
 

3.3 Modification of Triple DES: 

Triple DES is the combinational algorithm and improved implementation of DES. In triple DES, 

we are using DES three times with 2 different keys. In this way, we improve the security and  

maintain confidentiality in the data. Using key of 112 bits, it was being said that, this is nearly 

impossible to break the triple DES in sufficient amount of time. However, using hardcore and  

task devoted machines, it is now possible to break this algorithm.  

Other issue with this algorithm is that it is slow compared to DES, AES and other algorithms. 

Reason behind this is the length of the key which is 112 bits. So in order to resolve this we have 

made some optimizations in this.  

We used the logic of time memory data trade off in this also. If we let the machine do everything 

in the running phase then obviously it will take time to compute data and table on every iteration. 

So in order to prevent that, we computed all the tables in the precomputed phase and then used 

those tables to directly input the values. In this way, every time, we need not to compute 

everything on the spot. Hence, in this way, we can speed up the algorithm to its apex. 

 

3.4 Sorting Function: 

while applying TMTO, we use the inbuilt sorting function sorting function of C++. This sorting 

function uses a hybrid sorting algorithm (introspective sort) which is the combination of quick 

sort, heap sort and insertion sort. Introspective sort is formulated to increase the speed of sorting 

function and was built using the pros and cons of all these three sorting algorithms. 

Insertion sort is used if elements are not greater than 16. 

heap sort is used to heapify the elements. 

Quick sort is used to find the partition point in the array 

Algorithm: 

sorting(A : arr): 

    depth= 2xfloor(log(len(A))) 

introspective(A, depth) 



 
 

 

introspective(A, depth): 

    L = len(A) 

    if L<=16: 

        insert(A) 

    if depth == 0: 

heapA(A) 

    else: 

 

        part = partA(A)   

        introspective(A[0:n-1], depth - 1) 

        introspective(A[n+1:L], depth - 1) 

 

3.5 Why to use binary search instead of any other search? 

what is binary search? 

Suppose we are given a sorted array of n elements and we want to find some element in the 

array. So, in case of binary search, we break the array in two halves, and check if the middle 

element is greater than or less than the searching element. If searching element is greater then go 

for the right part of the array and if searching element is smaller then go for the left part of an  

array. Repeat these steps, and eventually we will find our element. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why we used binary search? 

Reason for using binary search is its less time complexity compared to linear search. The time 

complexity of binary search is O(log(n))  whereas for linear search it is O(n*n). Even in the best 

case, it gives the result in O(1). 



 
 

Why we are not using hashing algorithms? 

The time complexity of hashing algorithm is O(n) and is considered to be the fastest one. But 

here, in case of TMTO, we can not use this one. The reason is space complexity and storage 

issue. When we apply TMTO, we need to store millions of computations or sometimes even 

billions in precomputational phase and it is already consuming so much space to store this data. 

But, if we go for hashing then we also need to store hashes of these million computations which 

doesn’t seems feasible for us. This process can increase the space complexity to another level 

and also storing this much data just for finding one time key is not practically profitable. 

 

Why to use iterative binary search not recursive binary search? 

We know that both iterative and recursive binary searching algorithms have same time 

complexity that is, O(log(n)) and they generally differ in terms of code length, code complexity 

and most important of all ‘space complexity’. Space complexity for recursive can reach to log(n) 

but in case of iterative, it will always be O(1). When we are using TMTO, we need to look after 

both space and time for the computations. We need to create a balance between the both and 

minimize both of them. So, it is profitable for us to use iterative binary search rather than 

recursive binary search. 

 



 
 

3.6 Implementation of Expansion/reduction function in rainbow tables: 

what is reduction function? 

Reduction function is an iterative function over the output of DES to reduce the bits from 64 bits 

to 56 bits so that we can take that output as the key for next function of DES.  

what is expansion function? 

expansion function is an iterative function over the output of Triple DES to expand the bits from 

64 bits to 112 bits so that we can take that output as the key for next function of triple DES. 

Why do we need to use different functions at every point in rainbow tables? 

If we don't use different functions in rainbow tables then it is losing the properties of rainbow 

tables or we can say that these will not be rainbow tables this will only be the table of hash 

chains which will eventually be less efficient for large tables. 

How do we create reduction functions? 

Main motive to create the reduction function is to generate the redundancy at every point of 

chain. It could be any function which can give us redundancy. We used the size of searching 

space or set and take the hash value module of that searching set. To make reduction function 

different at every point, we are also incrementing with the count of 1. 

Reduction function: 

def Red(i, a):  

    return {(a + i)%(2^56)} 

 

3.7 Distinguished Points Analysis  

The calculation proposed requires to pick a DP-property of request d and a most extreme chain 

length t. We precalculated r tables by picking r diverse capacities. For each cover work m 

distinguished starting points (which are recognized) will be chosen in a random order. For every 

initialization point a chain will be allotted till the point that a DP is found or till the point that the 

length of the chain becomes is t + 1. Just starting focuses repetition of distinguished points in 



 
 

less than t cycles will be trashed away with the comparison of chain lengths, remaining will be 

trashed of. Also, if a same distinguished point is the ending point for different chains, in that 

situation the chain of maximum length will be given away. This comprises of a much lower 

memory multifaceted nature than Hellman's tradeoff. Pre-calculation procedure:Create r different 

tables with (SP,EP,l)- triples, arranged on the basis of end points.  

1. Pick the DP-property having request D.  

2. Pick R diverse veil capacities gi ,i = 1, 2, ..., R. It characterizes R distinctive f capacities: fi = 

gi (E’κ (p )), I = 1, 2, ..., R.  

3. Pick the most extreme chain length T.  

4. For i = 1 to R  

(a) Choose M arbitrary begin focuses SP’1 , SP’2 , ..., SP’M .  

(b) For j = 1 to M, L = 1 to T  

I. Process fil(SP’j ).  

ii. In the event that fil(SP’j ) is a Distinguish point, store the triple (SP’j , EP’j = fil(SP’j ), L)  

what's more, take next j.  

iii. In the event that L > T "overlook" SP’j and take next j.  

(c) Sort triples on end focuses. On the off chance that few end focuses are indistinguishable, just 

store the triple with the biggest L.  

(d) Store the greatest L for each table: Lmax 

For the inquiry calculation, a table just must be gotten to when a DP is experienced amid an 

cycle which permits proficient executions of the on the web assault. Additionally, on the off 

chance that the experienced DP isn't in the table, one won't discover the objective key by 

emphasizing further. Henceforth the ebb and flow pursuit can skirt the rest of this table.  

Inquiry calculation: Given C’ = E’K (p) discover K.  

 



 
 

1. For i = 1 to R  

(a) Look up lmax 

(b) Y’ = gi (C’).  

(c) For j = 1 to Lmax 

I. On the off chance that Y’ is a Distinguish Point,  

A. On the off chance that Y’ in table i,  

– Take the comparing SP’(i) and length L in the table.  

– If j < l  

 

• Compute forerunner K̃ = fil−1−j (SP’L ).  

• If C’ = E’K̃ (p ) then K = K̃: STOP.  

• If C’ 6= E’K̃ (p ), take next i.  

B. Else take next i.  

ii. Set Y’ = f (Y’ ).  

 

The probablility to achieve the recognized point is given by the recipe: 

 

 P2(l)=∏l-1
i=0(1-2k-d/2k-i) 

 

Choosing the average chain length β 
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Register the normal chain length : 

 

 

Numerator can be estimated as follows: 



 
 

 

 

 

Where T = (Tmaximun + Tminimum) / 2 

 

We can rewrite this equation in simpler form as follows: 

 

 

Where  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Finally the total average chain length should be : 

 

 

 

evaluated dp – property, 

 

 

 

 

Probability to find the key using table of M rows of T keys 

 

 

The probability of having success with the help of L tables is provided as 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Arrangement space for likelihood of achievement with 99.9%, most extreme size of 220 seconds 

and memory size of 1.4GB  

 

Table os estimate M x T is given as 

 

 

 



 
 

t exemplary tables having size M x T can be appeared as pursue 

 

Also, rainbow table having size MT x T can be built as 

 



 
 

 

Examination between progress rates of established and rainbow tables  

 

In the wake of breaking of 500 secret phrase hashes, estimations for great tables with discernable 

focuses and for rainbow tables 

 

Cryptanalysis measurements with tables yielding 99.9% achievement rate. We can see from the 

center section that rainbow table requires multiple times less counts.  

 



 
 

We just need to watch number of particular indicates in the last segment know the check of 

number of unmistakable chains 

 

3.8 Algorithm of triple DES: 

In this venture, we are attempting to break an established encryption strategy called Triple DES. 

Triple DES stands triple Data Encrypt Standard. It is a symmetric key block cipher algorithm in 

which we apply DES three times with different keys. This algorithm can either use 2 keys or 3 

keys. It was defined in various standards namely RFC (which was approved in 1995), 

ANSI(which was approved in 1998),FIPS(which was approved in 1999) and NIST(which was 

approved in 2017). 

Initially we use the DES cipher which has the key size of 56 bits and was considered sufficient 

when this algorithm was designed. But with the advancement in technology, the availability of 

devices which has high computational power made it feasible to have brute force attack on it. So, 

after this, double DES was designed but laterally, proved to be inefficient. The for its 

inefficiency in the meet in the middle attack. So at last Triple DES was introduced which is 

considered to be more efficient. This uses a bundle of 3 DES keys. However, there are some 

problems with this too.  

ciphertext = EK3(DK2(EK1(plaintext))) 

void DES_Encryption(M,K1) 

void DES_Decryption(M,K2); 

void DES_Encryption(M,K1) 

Triple DES Decryption Algorithm : 

void DES_Decryption(M,K1) 

void DES_Encryption(M,K2); 



 
 

void DES_Decryption(M,K1) 

In this case, we can also take k1=k3 because it will shorter the key length and security is also not 

being compromised. Therefore, the total length of key will become 112 bits. 

The scrambling is done by permutation table and substitution box. These tables are predefined 

and can be used to scramble the data into unrecognizable format. 

Triple DES uses the same fiestal network to encrypt the data. It comprises of some function 

which helps to provide randomness in the cipher. The organize comprises of littler squares which 

independently impart some perplexity. The add up to enter bits are isolated into two equivalent 

parts(here 32 bits each).They are both treated distinctively with the left bits going undisturbed to 

the correct segment of the following Feistel block. The right bits are first sustained into a 

capacity called Feistel work and are then xored with the left 32 bits. This process is done three 

times using two different keys. Firstly, encrypt by using first key then decrypt using 2nd key and 

after that, again encrypt using first key. This yield is then take to one side square of the following 

round. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

    A Classical Feistel Network for triple DES 

Feistel function:  

The feistel function deals with half of the bits at a time. Each experiences through four principle 

steps.  

1.In this progression the info's 32 bits are ventured into 48 bits. This is finished by the utilization 

of a stage development box. The input is first separated into eight four bits blocks. Now,each of 

these four bits are ventured into 6 bits.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

2.The over 48 bits are xored with the 48 bits of the key. It is to be noticed that the info key size 

was just 56 bits. So,here we utilize a pseudo arbitrary generator to really deliver the required key. 

The step is known as the key-blending step.  

3.In this stage a substitution box is used. This is utilized to change over the 48 bits yield to 32 

bits. The input estimate is isolated into 6 block,each of 8 bits. Now we have a two dimensional 

grid containing 4 rows and 16 columns. The first and the last piece are utilized to discover the 

line and the center four bits are utilized to find the column. Each cell has a 4 bit esteem and we 

substitute the given 6 bits with these 4 bits. After doing this for every one of the 8 squares we 

will have a subsequent size of 8*4 i.e. 32 bits. It is to be remembered that we have to keep any 

sort of linearity in the development of these s-boxes. Moreover, for each of the 8 squares of 

information distinctive s-box is utilized.  

4.Now the yield 32 bits are spread out utilizing a stage block. The fundamental usefulness of a p-

box is to scramble the yield and to appropriate the impact of the s-boxes to a more extensive 

range. This is known as the change step.  

 

R1=L0  L1=f(r)^L0 

The Key-Mixing step 

 

 

 

 

   

  Sample  

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

    

     Substitution Box 

 

Key Scheduling Algorithm  

For each capacity in the feistel round we require a key of 48 bits. As a considerable measure of 

such advances including diverse keys can be there we can't utilize the information key directly. 

Hence,we require a key booking calculation.  

Steps engaged with key booking:  

1.The 56 bits input enter bits are isolated into two parts. These keys have a size of 28 bits.  

2.The bits are moved by limited positions. The first,second,ninth and sixteenth positions are 

moved by 1 bit to the right. All the remaining bits are moved by 2 bits positions to right.  

3.Now a D-box is used. The bits changes over 28 bits of the key into 24 bits. The left and the 

correct piece of the are presently joined to give us the 48 bits which are utilized for the 

encryption procedure. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

A Sample D-Box 

The initial three row of the table are utilized for the pressure of the left piece of the key while the 

lower three keys are utilized to diminish the extent of the correct part.  

 

Triple Data Encryption Standard (output) 

 

This calculation is worked by the utilization of Feistel network. Sixteen Feistel squares are 

utilized in DES. The square size for this calculation is 64 bits. Hence,triple DES is only Feistel 

rounds connected multiple times. 

 

 

 

3.9 Hellman Analysis  

In this methodology, we pick M begin focuses and settle a chain length by size T. This can be 

effectively distributed to reduce both time and memory. It also helps in Managing intense issues 

for which no effective calculation is accessible memory is saved by storing in a table just the 

start and end of chains and it a kind of Chosen plaintext attack. 

 

3.10 Pre-calculation Phase  

 

In this stage, we manufacture the table which we later use for enormous 

power in the online stage. 

In the table, we endeavor to store all the conceivable ciphertexts  

 

Table : m*t[m beginning points,t columns]  

 

In any case, because of space imperatives, we just spare first and last segment 

 



 
 

C=Sk(P)  

Now the output of the above step is of 64 bits. But the size of the key is 112 bits. So, we use a 

expansion function. 

f(K)=R[Sk(P)]   

 

Algorithm: 

●M irregular purposes of 112 bits are chosen. These fill in as the beginning stage or key as in 

triple DES.  

● For each beginning stage a chain of length t is created.  

● The beginning stage is taken and is encouraged into the calculation.  

● If the yield measure is not quite the same as the required size(112 bits as in triple DES) the 

yield bits are concatenated up by some initial bits of key.  

● a similar technique is rehashed t times.  

● The beginning and the end points will be stored.  

● The above advances are rehashed for m diverse begin focuses. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

    Output of Pre-calculation phase: 

 

 

 



 
 

 Storing initial and final column of the Precomputed table:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

3.11 Online Phase:  

This stage includes looking the table for therequired  

The sections of the table is arranged.  

 

Look time for n tables: n log(ne) 

 

Algorithm: 

● This stage includes scanning the table for the required  

ciphertext.  

● Firstly, the ciphertext is concatenated up to 112 bits.  

● Now the end points of the different chains are looked for the equivalent ciphertext bits.  

● If similar bits are experienced, the chain is recovered to discover the t section and the yield of 

this t in the wake of applying the decrease work is the key.  

● If the bits don't coordinate then the diminished ciphertext bits  

are encoded and lessened p time 1<=p<=T.  

● Every point of time they will be matched corresponding to the required  

ciphertext's bits.  

● When a match is discovered ,the chain is produced T-p times  

also, we get the key from that point.  

 

Hellman recommended to pursue the connection:  

M=m*t  

mt2=N  

m=t=N(1/3)  



 
 

 

    Output of Pre-calculation phase: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Enhancements by Perfect Table:  

In 2003 Philippe Oechslin demonstrated that the execution of the TMTO can be expanded 

radically by utilizing unique expansion function. The likelihood of crash between two chains 

diminished to 1/t.  

Rainbow chains have the accompanying points of interest:  

● Rainbow Tables have the advantage the individual building those tables can pick how much 

stockpiling is required by choosing the quantity of connections in each chain.  

● The more connections between the seed and the last esteem, the more passwords are caught. 

One shortcoming is that the individual structure the chains doesn't pick the passwords they catch 

so Rainbow Tables can't be improved for normal passwords. 

●Hash tables are useful for normal passwords, Rainbow Tables are useful for intense passwords. 

The best methodology is recoup whatever number passwords as would be prudent utilizing hash 

tables or potentially customary breaking with a word reference of the top N passwords. 

Given M(memory available),N, and P(required likelihood  

of progress), the ideal parameters of the exchange off  

that limit the cryptanalysis time are:  

L=-{ln(1-p)/2}  

m’=M’/L  

T=(- {N*ln(1-P)})/M’  

Utilizing the above parameters we attempted actualized TMTO  

for DES : 

p=.86  

L=1  

m’=34359738368  

T=262144 



 
 

 

    Output of Rainbow table 

     

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

     Chapter 5 

    Performance analysis  

The proposed framework needs a high handling power. We are keen on executing the perfect 

rainbow tables. This technique includes formation of the table for which the Triple DES 

encryption calculation must be utilized a few times. According to the proposed plan we pick the 

proper parameters and make the tables. Rainbow tables can be created in around 13 days. The 

expected encryption rate for our Triple DES implementation is around 78 encryptions/sec. This 

will create countless aggregate size of these encryptions will be about 3 * 2^42 GB. Do we mean 

to store all of these?No.(Even on the off chance that we do,we won't be capable to)!!We will 

simply be picking a restricted number of beginning stages with a settled chain length. We will 

spare just the sets comprising of the beginning stage and the end point.  

Be that as it may, we have another inquiry before us. How are we going to accomplish 78 

encryptions/sec. Our streamlined execution of triple DES joins bit slicing. A method suggested 

by Philipp Grabher, Johann Großsch ̈adl, and Dan Page in 1996 which can significantly expand 

the speed. With our upgraded usage and bit cutting we achieved a speed of about 2^22 on an 

intel i5, fourth age machine. Now for expanding the speed we would require devoted gpu's and 

need to code them for our requirement. The  preferred framework would be a workstation 

comprising of 8 GTX 1080i gpu's working  simultaneously. Where would we be able to get 

these?Provided the circumstance we don't have a workstation with the necessities referenced we 

can contract a cloud framework to do this work for us. After considering a few administrations 

we have chosen to run with vscaler cloud services. The cost involved surely is a main 

consideration required here.  

 

Following measurements for investigation ought to be utilized:  

1.Time 

2.Avalanche effect 

3.Money  



 
 

4.Success Probability  

 

The hardware we are using comprises of 2.3 ghz processor, 4gb RAM, 64bit OS (windows 10). 

Also, we have I5 5 generation processors(octa core) and the language we are using is C++.  

 

1. Time: 

With any encryption algorithm, time becomes an important factor to measure to determine the 

nature of algorithm and how good it is to be implemented. We can compare the DES and triple 

DES in terms of execution time. DES takes 92 milliseconds to encrypt the one block whereas in 

case of triple DES, it takes 176 milliseconds to encrypt one block. For decryption, DES takes 

10ms and triple DES takes almost 3 times than normal DES i.e. 29ms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measurements If Hellman Analysis Is Used 

The preprocessing period of the Hellman strategy takes a more drawn out time due to the various 

issues referenced above. It takes the aggregate time of N2/3 for the preprocessing phase. Its time 

complexity is O(logN+t). According to the hellman analysis, the time according to today is 

around 250 to 300 days.  

Measurements If Distinguished Points Analysis Is Used  

The preprocessing period of the Hellman technique takes a more extended time due to the 

various issues referenced above.  It takes the aggregate time of N2/3 for the preprocessing phase. 



 
 

Its time complexity is O(logN+t). According to the hellman analysis, the time according to today 

is around 100 to 150 days.  

Measurements If Perfect Rainbow Tables Are Used  

The preprocessing stage a generally takes less time as a result of absence of consolidations and 

loops. But some time need to be given on keeping a mind over these merges. Yet it is  much 

lesser than previous ones. The add up to time devoured in the pre-computation stage is around 30 

days for a win probability of .72.  

2. Avalanche effect: 

avalanche effect is the change in the no. of bits in output is we made 1 bit change in the input. In 

DES, for the consecutive change in bits from 1 to 6 it shows the change of 31,33,36,27,28,36   

bits respectively and so on for upcoming bits. Whereas in case of triple DES, it shows the change 

of 34,31,25,39,36,35 bits respectively and so on for upcoming bits. However, average change is 

considered to be of 30 bits in DES and 32 bits in triple DES. This proves that triple DES better in 

case of security. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

3. Money: 

Measurements If Hellman Analysis Is Used 

In Hellman Analysis the issue of unions and circles prevails. So, we have to create countless of 

this. the measure of memory required expands immensely. The cost for the arrangement as 

referenced in the first arrangement was about $3.5M. But with time the expense of different 

equipment segments has diminished and the native actualized solution will cost about $12000.  

Measurements If Distinguished Points Analysis Is Used  

In Distinguished Point the issue of unions and circles still wins however to a lower extent. We 

need to make a comparitively more modest number of tables. The cost for the solution as 

referenced in the original arrangement was about $100k. But with time the expense of various 

equipment parts has diminished and the local executed solution will cost about $9000.  

Measurements If Perfect Rainbow Tables Are Used  

Perfect Tables handle the issue of merges, loops and false alarms. This helps in reducing the 

measure of memory required by a vast amount. Moreover less work should be done even during 

the time spent making the table. 

4. Success Probability: 

Measurements If Hellman Analysis Is Used 

The probability of progress as proposed in the first paper is (m*t)/N. [m-the quantity of begin 

points,t-the length of chain, N-The aggregate hunt space]. But merges and circles diminish the 

achievement probability to some level. If we take adequately large m and t then a win probability 

of a range somewhere in the range of .63 and .75 can be accomplished.  

 

Measurements If Distinguished Points Analysis Is Used  

The accomplishment in the scope of .7 to .85 can be accomplished. 

Measurements If Perfect Rainbow Tables Are Used  

The accomplishment in the scope of .1 to .999 can be accomplished. 



 
 

     Chapter 6 

     Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions  

Hence far in our task we have done and secured the examination part. We read and gathered all 

the expected data to play out this. In addition, we have developed a powerful structure which will 

push us to pro-actively manage the different issues. Having built up a decent work process we 

can play out the task gave we are given the vital assets.  

 

6.2 Future extension 

Being a summed up assault, it has just been built up that we can play out the Time Memory 

Tradeoff assault on a large portion of the calculations present out there. Hence, this methodology 

can be effectively connected to any issue with a characterized pursuit space. 

The results of the project shows that breaking triple DES having a key of 112 bits is indeed a 

possible task but at some point it can take much time due to which it, sometimes, becomes 

pointless. Therefore, in order to break triple DES properly we need to apply probabilistic or 

guessing approach like van oorschot and wiener approach with some real time modifications as 

this approach alone is clearly not sufficient. 
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